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Cosmetic surgery of Dubai is of high standard as compared to any other country of the region and is
also competitive to the developed countries of the world like USA, UK, Canada, France, Germany,
and China etc. the cosmetic surgery clinics are well equipped with latest technological instruments
and medical and paramedical staff. The surgeons are highly qualified from the top medical colleges
and universities of the world, thus through these highly specialized medical staff regarding the
plastic or cosmetic surgery treatment of Dubai, the cosmetic surgery of Dubai is becoming popular
not only in Dubai but also the neighboring states and countries of Middle East.

Now a day, a more becoming popular procedure of cosmetic surgery is blepharoplasty which is
actually cosmetic surgery of the eyelids and surrounding areas of eyes. It was not common in the
past in many countries, so was the case of Dubai. But now, like blepharoplasty of other countries,
the blepharoplasty Dubai is also becoming popular, and its popularity is more in ladies as compare
to gents, but we can not say that blepharoplasty Dubai is linked all about ladies of Dubai, some
gents also prefer to undergo this eye beautifying procedure. And interestingly, the popularity of this
procedure is increasing day by day, so we can say, the surgeons who are specialist in the field of
blepharoplasty can come in Dubai and start there practice, the chances of their success in Dubai
are more. Blepharoplasty is actually an operation which is performed on upper and lower sides of
eyes and other areas near eyes to get rid of that additional or excess fat or skin due to which face
looks little ugly and freshness of eyes become lesser and people looks like more lazy and sleepy in
nature. It may be done separately or done with the combination of other procedures like facelifts and
brow lifts etc.

Now if we talk Specifically about the brow lifting, then we will come to know that the brow lifting is
procedure which is mostly undergone by the aged people because due to aging process the eyes
brows become elastic and they look like bowed on the eyes, but the problem may also be present in
the younger ones because of some congenital reason or die to genes inheritance from the parents.
Anyhow, whatever the case is, the solution is available to both cases.

Like other departments of cosmetic surgery the brow lifting Dubai is also becoming more and more
popular in Dubai as well as in whole Middle East. The positive thing about the brow lifting Dubai is
that it is cost effective along with other multiple benefits.

One more common name in the cosmetic surgery of United Arab Emirates is body contouring
Dubai. Body contouring is actually synonymous with the techniques like tummy tuck or liposuction
which are used to shape the body physical condition and to reduce the size of abdomen.

Dr sanjay Dubai is famous personality and plastic surgeon of Dubai and working in the one of most
famous clinic of Dubai. Dr sanjay Dubai is famous for its treatment and surgical work regarding
breast enlargement, body contouring and other face cosmetic procedures.
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the Middle East. Dr. Agnes specializes in a blepharoplasty Dubai and a liposuction Dubaihas
experience of running a  a Dubai dental clinics in a posh locality of Dubai . He has worked at a
number of reputed clinics and hospitals, and is currently residing in Abu Dhabi.
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